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At Jdance we offer an exceptional singing class experience that will elevate your vocal skills to new
heights. Whether you prefer group lessons or private sessions, we have the perfect option for you.

GROUP SINGING:: Our group singing classes provide a dynamic and supportive environment for
students to explore their singing potential. Throughout the sessions, students will be introduced to

basic singing techniques while discovering songs from various genres, including musical theatre and
pop. The lessons are carefully designed to help students develop vocal freedom, projection, and

confidence in their voice. By learning how to utilize their entire body efficiently, singers will find 
singing easier and more enjoyable. For those who wish to further refine their singing technique, 

private lessons are highly recommended.
But wait there’s more. To further enrich their learning experience, many of our students choose to

combine singing  class with our Jdance 30-minute drama class and/or our Musical Theatre class. Now
 if you like to sing then you may like  drama too! Well, good news.At Jdance, we schedule these classes
back to back so they can be enjoyed in one afternoon without the hassle of an extra trip to the studio.  

That's a whole afternoon of dazzling fun for the budding be "Star" to be.These additional classes
provide a unique opportunity for students to enhance their confidence and entertainment skills.

PRIVATE CLASSES:: Our private singing lessons offer a personalized approach to vocal training.
Depending on interest, we can accommodate duo, trio, or quad singing classes to reduce costs. 

In these private sessions, our experienced instructors will guide you through a comprehensive
curriculum, focusing on the following key areas:

- Demonstrating a balanced and efficient posture for singing
- Understanding the basic principles of vocal production

- Connecting good breathing techniques to posture
- Demonstrating emotional interpretation and musicality within songs

- Establishing vocal range
- Building confidence in your voice and performance abilities
- Understanding the basic principles of scales and harmony

- Building an audition song database and exploring opportunities

To make the most of your classes, we recommend bringing the following items:
- A display folder to keep your materials organized

- Pencil or pen for note-taking and annotations
- Notepad (optional) for additional writing or drawing

- Water bottle to stay hydrated throughout the session

Join us at Jdance and unlock your true singing potential. Get ready to shine on stage and 
become the star you were meant to be!
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